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Introduction, the Problem and Approach 7

some patchy iand reforms settled down to the business of providing a
sortof"rural capitalism" from above. However, thetypical political instinct
of "national bourgeoisie" precluded it to take bold measure like using
vast mass of unutilized labour for capital formation. As the surplus
value generated within the tiny capitalistic sectorwas inadequate, primary
accumulation had to supplement it and took the form of drastic squeeze
on the consumption of the masses i.e. the labourers. Moreover, where
the resulting development was concentrated in a certain region, the old
metropolis-periphery relationship was reproduced within the country.

What stands out is that with the rising consumption of the
bourgeoisie and the landlords the primary accumulation became
inadequate and capital had to be borrowed from metropolitan centres.
As a result, the national bourgeoisie had to realign itself with the
metropolitan bourgeoisie soon after the independence ondifferent terms
and different levels. The continued borrowing sapped the foundation
of the bourgeoisie programme of independent national development. It
was under pressureto dismantle the system of trade and foreign capital,
which , had developed since independence and in several cases,
succumbed to the pressure at least partially. The same contradictions
can also be drawn from the political developments wherein on one
hand the government talks about the opening up of the economy to
the market forces and in another hand it makes legislation for the
decentralization of the planning process.

What emerges from this global political economy of
Underdevelopment is the systemic growth of peripheries and a steady
process of accumulation at the costof peripheries thatnot only happened
internationally, but also was supplemented within a geopolitical region,
reproducing and mimicking what happened at the global scale. But one
has to understand the specifics of Capital formation and especially
how formation of capital brought in a regimen of control over factors
of production.

Bagchi (1998) makes an attempt to analyses the nature of colonial
enterprises in India in order to trace the processes of primary
accumulation and its impact on labourers who constitute the "subjects"
of development. Bagchi presents the cases of indigo cultivation, sugar
industry and the textile indust^ during the colonial period in India,
where he witnessed retardation of productive forces and relative
emboldening of the regressive labor process. He identifies coercive
labour employment as the prominent feature of capitalistic enterprise in
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India. In this process all the players such as the British govt., the
Zamindars and the moneylenders acted harmoniously. Not only this,
other factors like relative roles of ideology, clan systems and the market
system played important role in maintaining the super ordinatc force of
sahibs on sustaining the coercion of the laborers. This very system of
joint coercion and subsequent destruction of alternative employment
opportunities had a depressive effect on the forces of production. The
whole mechanism reduced the nominally free peasants to a condition
of abject dependence on the Zamindars and the European planters.

The influence ofcolonialism went beyond the coercive method of
labour control. In case of manufacture of textiles influence of colonialism
and land-iordism was felt in the behavior of labour, choice of technique
and the spread ofadoption and diffusion oftechnical change. The very
methods of labour control -physical coercion, intimidation by jobbers
and the absorption of the superior powers in every way to the colour
of the skin militated against many needed changes, such as the induction
of the technically qualified Indians in supervisory positions.

The nature of capitalistic enterprise is not just bound by coercion,
but also is based on the ideological underpinnings involved in
strengthening or undermining the existing power relations of the
producers mgeneral in the countryside in different regions of India.
With reference to this particular point he feels that to answer this
1eological and mstitutional aspects of the working of colonialism in
tandem with the residues, transformers or surrogates of the pre-colonial
heritap mall relevant areas to be studied together with the single fact
of colonialism in India as a system of exploitation of people of a
geographically defined aiea with definite ethnic and cultural
characteristics.

An,,??."' Patanaik's works Hnd their reverberations in
K Raj to SwaraJ(\9n) that deals with the

tack r.f ^ ""r processes of migratory labour forces, who are put to the
India. enterprises in large areas of North East
labour fnrrp ^ ^ shows that how the tea industi^ drew upon the
to sum rexlr. '̂ -hich are impoverished due
how extraction f accumulation. Further Guha showed
capitalist p^uctS ^Lnret!:' ^ "Jd toother sector, nf th» between planters and labourers extended to
ctrnircaniml St en?™"?' So tea industries ascapitalist enterprises established a pre-capitalist mode of
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exploitation of labour, while it produced surplus for the whole of colonial
state. One can add to the study made by Sanjib Baruah in his piece
entitled, "Clash of Resource Use Regimes in Colonial Assam: A
Nineteenth Century Puzzle Revisited" shows how transfer of surplus of
the tea industry to the mainland and further to England resulted into a
severe contradiction between tivo types of resource use: gathering of
natural resources by the indigenous people of the region versus settled
cultivation usedfor transfer of resources for economic purposes giving
benefits to settlers. Such settled cultivation that had existed in tea

cultivation subsequently got extended to all areas of cultivation. As a
result the concept of a settled workforce and the rationale of making
profits through commercial transfer of resources caused a premature
annihilation of shifting cultivation of the pre-colonial days and introduced
new relations of production between settlers and settled cultivators, both
of which acted as agents of transfer of resources within British
entrepreneurial system. The paradox is that within colonialism these
settled cultivators didn't have the right over means of production and
as they were instrumental in marginalizing the practice of shifting
cultivation done by the indigene populaceous, they became the
unconscious peipetuators of a system of owning land permanently and
thereby introducing a compulsive attachment to land, even if it is
unproductive. Such new land relations alienated the natives from the
collective nature of cultivation by the community and also from collective
use of land resulting into the colonial pattern of fragmentation in land
that made holding of land meaningless even if it is held by local populace.
Further, studies on tiie nature of indentured labour system pointed out
how the planter's control over indentured labourers effected a regime of
control overmeans of production inwhich mere ownership didn't matter,
what mattered is the control over modes of production by way of a
structure of contract between factors of production and costs of
production. Mostly it was done through control of land and labour,
markers ofpre-capitalists modes ofproduction brought under Capitalist
methods of control through ownership and contract. Similarly, Dasgupta
(1983) in her case ofstudy ofplantation economy ofthe Brahmaputra
valley examines the capitalistic modes ofproduction in Assam. She notes
that the colonial ruler enjoyed a monopoly in the wastelands of the
valley through various legislations for leasing and revenue from the land.
The colonial ruler imposed heavy taxes to the agricultural lands. These
kinds ofpolicies led to the land alienation of tribes like the Singphos.
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region sharing som; industrial vitality appears to be one where
agriculture growth bus also been promising. For example states like
Punjab, Haryana, Gujarat, Maharashtra have always been a high
productive region in agricultural sector and they are also simultaneously
the most industrialized.

Secondly, public investment appears to have played an important
ro.e historically in supporting agricultural growth and in supporting
environment for productive channeling of surplus. Tliis is true in the
case eastern region of India including the norlh-eastern part. Duri^S
the colonial period surpluses extracted from this region by investing i"
export-based industries such as plantation and oil were used to meet
the demand ofother provinces. The forced commercialization policies
0convert fertile hinterland into provider of cash crops and plantation
crops to feed the exports based industries had led to tlie complete
inaustnalization in this region. This was coupled with the differentia
policy of public mvestment. Public investment in this early colonial

0 was directed mainly into the railways and irrigation. Bharadwaj s

traH H? State not only displaced the
intn of production but their method ofextraction resulteinto stuntmg any industrial growth.

more^nl^H?'' which are better off, have utilized the surpluses
One sets a^ ^o '̂ging alink between agriculture and industry,
per cLita Ip f when one takes into consideration the
that cLpS of househo d
these areas not l bracket of household consumption. I
higher (for epr" general level of well -being has been relatively
is observed U but also ahigher industrial activity
agriculture nerfor^^ ^ interpreted as an association between better
higher industrial npT^ higher level of well-being on one hand an
fromacuteTblrnr^^ ^^^er. But if the region suff^r^through usuary, speculatl^ f breeding grounds of exploitatio
these divert surplus frn tu commercial exploitation etc. A
advantage of favours ""Productive channels and create relative
such 'unproductive uses'̂ stated operations the preponderance o
subsidization' that still ° implies aperverse system of'socia
surplus is diverted process of pauperization as th^

unproductive channels.
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relations that it generates. Methodologically such an ordering of the
space could be juxtaposed with cultural formations and contestations
and such formations in turn would imply a certain form of spatial
organization.

Nag, (1993) examines the national formation process of India inflected
by a spatial relationship between mainland of India as centre and NEI
as periphery, both in cultural and economic senses. The growth of
vernacular literature; agitation to a establish particular language as official
languages of particular areas; movements of backward nationalities to
break away fi-om the advanced nationality in order to earn recognition
for themselves were all an intemalization ofthe new post-colonial rights
given to every other national identity throughout the country. But such
a claim and demand for recognition reinforced the centre-periphery
relations when identities of NEI asserted their independence from the
mamstream by referring to British days, while in its internal structuring
movement of a particular nationality group evolved an ideolooy of
difference from the parent nationality. The spatial ordering of these
movements harped on different living spaces to be demarcated by
common national space in terms of distinct cultural markers, while the
national market and the national hegemony intended to homogenize and
mix them up with each other in order to integrate them with the national
mainstream. But internal differentiation, being a cultural and historical
fact of life resisted such a process of homogenization, rather the more
It was tried, the acute was the resistance resulting into a sub-national
consciousness that counterposed the unificatory idea of a common
national identity. Taking cues from the Nation's historiography. Nag has
explamed the multifarious ways of growth of sub-nationalism'in India
He argues that in a country where capitalism is slowly reaching new
areas and aawakening new cultural groups to life, the streams of sub-
nationahst uprisings appears to be unending. The author also argues
lat the Indian nationality question cannot be studied in exclusion of

^ese aspects because the culmination of this process can alone prove
unm i?' ^ nation-in-the-making or a nation-in-the-unmaking NEI becomes such a site of making and unmaking of the
Nation with waves of subnationalist and ethnic movements.

What emerges from the foregoing discussion is the prevalence of
akmd of centre-periphery relationship with the growth of capitalism
A,, cultural space in the interest of the Capital.'-apital plays a unificatory role of particular cultural spaces into a
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plantation of cash crops and even training to individual farmers to acquire
skills led to toimation of private property rights. Increasing penetration
of capitalism has transformed the notion of propcrt>' rights also.

On one hand the emergence of new elite the shift of manpower
from rural to urban occupations, linking of villages from interior areas
to areas with better communications have undermined the effective
authority of traditional institutions. On the other hand, electoral
democracy and development projects have opened up new areas to
exercise control over it. The immigration oflarue number ofoutsiders
to the state, particularly to the areas as agricultural laborers and tenants
has also forced the local communities to rethink their rules for providing
access to resources.

But how this transformation affects the construction of agency of
the tribal identity has been highlighted by Roy Burman (1989) and on
the basis ofthis conceptualization ofagency ofthe tribal, he discusse
what are the constraints to their development, both internal and external-

According to the author the tribe as a social formation may
identified in two ways —first as a stage in the history of evolution o
societies and second, as a society organized on the basis of kinsh'P
ties which enables it to be a multifiinctional grouping. On this basis,
he argues that a tribe can outgrow its primitiveness and retain
social boundaiy, which is an essential feature of its identity.

The author distinguishes proto-nationalism and infra nationalis^
from sub-nationalism. According to him in the first two phases
identity expansion of ethnic groups, the group remained isolated fro
the dominant political mobilization leading to state formation. Tm
isolation continued as long as the tribal base of the economy cou ^
withstand the onslaught of modem capitalist economy. This withstandm:.
was possible by the cultural synergy between tribal mores and
of production. Contrastingly, Sub-nationalism is aphase ofcontractio
nffh ? ' entities which got closely involved in the dominant -

^ which parochial loyalties are coming fortii asome o inquitous frinctioning of the state apparatus.

Nnrth^F^ this conceptual framework, when the tribal situation i"
dJveTn ' respect to the constraints ^

Li entr'"' P^°tonational process, it could be found that thjtribal entities get oriented to the statist processes of India, which ,
out in sliciip focus. The first is the historical memory of the tribes a
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